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Abstract- This study focuses on the performance of the dynamic investment strategies and returns performance. The object 
is the fund portfolio of stock fund and bond fund, utilizing the stock price simulation to operate dynamic adjustment. The 
model examines the return of the portfolios holding five years, a decade, and fifteen years, conducting rebalance of the 
portfolio every three months with the fund standard deviation as volatility and operation variable. It is found in the 
experiment that the performance of return of fund portfolio is directly proportional to the volatility of stock fund; the lower 
the volatility of bond fund is, the better the return performs. Furthermore, the longer the holding time of the portfolio, the 
better the return becomes. The dynamic adjustment does affirmatively produce positive return of fund portfolio. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
There are three strategies of investments in mutual 
funds: the Dollar Cost Averaging, the Buy and Hold 
of Lump Sum, and the Optimal Rebalancing after 
Lump Sum. Among all, the Dollar Cost Averaging is 
the most widely used by investors nowadays. The 
reason is probably that less input by installments 
reduces the economic stress to investors and thus, 
becomes the most likeable one. However, it does not 
indicate that this investment strategy always reaches 
optimal return. According to precedent studies, 
investors are prone to be risk aversion; therefore, the 
concept of distributing cost equally easily results in 
investors’ attention regarding only risk, neglecting 
the estimate of return. As a matter of fact, currently 
the academia has yet concluded whether the Dollar 
Cost Averaging or the Buy and Hold is a better 
strategy. Nonetheless, most researches do show that 
the Dollar Cost Averaging has lower return and is 
proper for long-term investment whereas the Buy and 
Hold may has higher return and is proper for short-
term investment.  
In an overall perspective, despite that the investment 
method of Dollar Cost Averaging is more resistant to 
the market fluctuation than that of Buy and Hold and 
has better performance, on the aspect of risk control, 
none of the two is able to resolve the problems below: 
The position of fund investment varies which makes 
it impossible to control the proportion of different 
funds in a portfolio. In addition, regular investment in 
a fund may still lead to a higher average price and 
unpreventable asset bubbles.  
In order to control risk, asset allocation is a critical 
element. Proportions of all different assets in an  
portfolio are important variables controlling risk; 
hence, investors have to operate the rebalance of the 
portfolio, optimize the asset allocation by utilizing the 
adjustment of dynamic portfolio, and then obtain the 
best performance under the risk controlled. Financial 
market fluctuates; markups of different assets are 
impossibly consistent. If the rebalance is not 
conducted, the asset allocation will differ from the 

initial proportion. For instance, in an allocation where 
the initial bond to stock ratio is 50:50,if the stock 
position rises 30% in three months, and the bond 
position drops 10%, the ratio of the allocation 
becomes 59:41.Due to the increase of the stock 
position, the risk of the portfolio significantly 
ascends; thus, rebalance is to be operated. If investors 
intend to restore the previous proportion of the asset 
allocation, 100,000 of stock has to be sold (profit-
taking,) and 100,000 of the bond has to be bought 
(buy the dips.) As the table indicates below: 
 

TABLE I.  SIMULATION OF ASSET ALLOCATION 

 
 
At first, investors set up the debt to equity ratio based 
on their own needs to control risk. Yet after a period 
of market fluctuation, the proportion diverges and 
therefore, the risk feature of the portfolio is now 
different from the original setup where the proportion 
needs to be adjusted back to the initial point. 
Rebalancing maintains a fairly constant asset 
allocation and keeps risk ratio at the same value. 
In capital market, capital gain come from fluctuation; 
in fact, rebalance implies the strategy of buy low and 
sell high. Every time investors operate rebalance, 
they take profit from the assets which possess better 
performances and buy more of the assets with worse 
performances on the dips. Thus, investors are able to 
utilize the mechanism of predefined rebalance, 
benefitted from the effect of buying low and selling 
high in an unpredictable market.   
 
The dynamic adjustment of a rebalance in a fund 
portfolio is suitable for long-term investment, 
preventing asset bubbles. If a fund grows rapidly in 
only a few years, fund positions with better 
performances are usually sold because of the 
continuous rebalance operated in this period. 
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Therefore, the price does not either rise high or fall 
drastically when investing. 
Dollar Cost Averaging and Lump Sum are static 
strategies whereas rebalance and buy and hold are 
dynamic. In this study, it is hypothesized that the 
dynamic adjustments of a portfolio control risk better 
than the static ones, improving performances. Here 
the rebalance strategy is to be further discussed. 
Additionally, with the fund volatility as the operation 
variable, influences on performance are observed in 
fund portfolios. The purpose of this research is to 
discover the best proportion of the fluctuation of a 
fund price per unit and the shift of positions, to obtain 
best return. Moreover, the realization of a positive 
return in the process of a fund dynamic adjustment is 
also investigated in this research. 
 
II. LITERATURE 
 
There are four investment strategies regarding fund 
portfolio: systematic investment plan, one-time 
investment, value averaging, and long-term 
possession. Studies and researches have discussed 
about which strategy has the best performance of 
investment. Leggio and Lien (2003) have proved that 
value averaging surpasses the other three. Investors 
firstly set the expected value of the capital every 
term. If the value of the previous period drops, the 
amount of the next investment increases and vice 
versa. In other words, investors invest more when the 
capital loses value and less when the capital 
appreciates, which lead to a decrease of cost. Value 
averaging is a dynamic adjustment which has better 
performance than other static strategies. 
Among fund investment strategies, Lump Sum and 
Dollar Cost Averaging are the most widely discussed 
issues. John G. Greenhut (2006) once pointed out that 
absent any benefit from stock price volatility in 
reducing average cost, the performance of DCA 
depends on the move in stock prices, DCA 
performing better than LS in bear markets and lump 
sum outperforming in bull markets. Since the latter 
case is the norm over time, past empirical findings in 
the finance literature of underperformance by DCA 
are explained. Dollar-cost Averaging strategy is 
superior to reduce risk, but it is inferior to LS strategy 
in terms of effectiveness to produce returns (Wei 
Fang, 2007). Although providing outperformances by 
investing in less volatile assets, it is more suitable to 
be applied for more risky investments in comparison 
with LS. Consequently, in order to control the design 
and the development of the research model, (the 
market is assumed to be optimistic in future), and 
investors gain better return with Lump Sum. Under 
these assumptions, the experiment is constructed. 
Investors using adaptive investment strategy and 
dynamic portfolio selection model can improve the 
performance by adjusting the portfolio according to 
the prediction of the market. When the market growth 
surpasses the prediction, the investment object ought 

to be relatively active and positive; contrarily. If the 
predicted market performs poor, a conservative 
portfolio should be operated. Hence, when predicted 
market pessimistic, dynamic investment strategies 
lead to a safer asset allocation, reflecting the variation 
of the market. Management of dynamic portfolio 
allows investors to gain profit through the predefined 
rebalancing cycle and adjusting model parameters. 
Additionally, it stands out among others, compared 
with various benchmark approaches for all 
performance measures (Jung and Kim, 2015.) 
Regarding the management of dynamic investment 
portfolio, Shukla (2004) used abnormal return as the 
basis determining the transition of fun portfolio; 
Gladish et al.(2007) proposed a three-stage model 
based on multi-index considering several market 
scenarios; Zhao (2007) proposed a multi-linear factor 
dynamic benchmark model; Giamouridis and Vrontos 
(2007) proposed a norm of choosing risk averse fund 
portfolio by the combined model of factor analysis 
and time series analysis.  
Monte Carlo Simulation assumes that the price 
variation of a portfolio follows a pattern of stochastic 
process, determined by a mathematical model. 
Through the path of the simulated price, it 
constructed a distribution of the portfolio and then 
further estimates risks. Monte Carlo Simulation is the 
most capable of capturing all risk factors in the 
portfolio, especially the nonlinear portfolios that are 
difficult to estimate. Assuming under a rational 
circumstance, the simulation precisely presents the 
distribution. Abeysekera and Rosenbloom (2000) 
simulated the distribution of the portfolio return by 
Monte Carlo to determine the proper strategy. It is 
found that the performance of Lump Sum does not 
necessarily exceed that of Dollar Cost Averaging, yet 
it is a better choice most of the time. Only whilst the 
expected end-of-term return is low and the return 
volatility is large does the Dollar Cost Averaging 
investment roughly equal the Lump Sum investment. 
Gibson and Boyer (1998) developed a method of 
predicting the price of options, implementing the 
technique of volatility forecasting evaluation by 
Engel et al.(1993.) Evaluating the five predicting 
models, Digonal GARCH, Constant conditional 
correlation GARCH, EWMA, MARKOV, NAIVE, 
by the daily transaction data of S&P 500 and Nasdaq 
composite index, it turns out that the volatility 
predicted by MARKOV performs the worst whereas 
the one by GARCH, as well as other predicted 
models, surpasses others. 
 
III. METHODOLOGY 

 
In this paper Monte Carlo Simulation is utilized. 
Assume that the stock price shift is a stochastic 
process. Thousands, or even tens of thousands 
possible price paths are produced by the program 
simulation process and then the distribution of the 
investment return is made, followed by the deduction 
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of the performance. Basically, Monte Carlo 
Simulation is a proving method based on the Law of 
Large Numbers. As the number of the experiment or 
simulation grows, the frequency of an event occurred 
tends to be stable, the average approaching to the 
theoretical value.   
The process of the Monte Carlo Simulation used is 
down below: 
Step 1: 
Suppose that the variation of the stock price is a 
Geometric Brownian Motion, the stock price follows 
lognormal distribution, 

 
where  

 is the simulated stock price of the next period,  
is the current simulated stock price,  is the risk free 
rate,  is the volatility rate of the stock return，e is 
exponential, z is standard normal distribution, and  
is the time between investment periods. In the model, 
one period equals three months. Twenty, forty, and 
sixty periods are respectively simulated.  
Step2: 
Let A, B be an stock fund and a bond fund 
respectively, the initial stock price is , risk free 
rates are all constant, random numbers ,  
produced under standard normal distribution. The 
simulated stock price for the next period  are 
calculated. Then, another set of random number 

 also produced under standard normal 
distribution, along with , are used to calculate 
the following simulated stock price . 

, ,..., , ,...,  which are sixty 
periods, fifteen years, in total are calculated in the 
same fashion. 
Step 3: 
During investment, when the relative price per unit of 
either fund A or B rises, the holding position of the 
corresponding fund should be reduced. 
Simultaneously, the capital gain from the reduction is 
used to buy more funds which has lower price per 
unit. Under the circumstance of constant principal, 
the simulation is repeated for 10,000 times, 
dynamically adjusting the holding position of each 
fund every three months, calculating the returns of all 
periods. 
In this study, investors input an amount of money 
investing fund, with the strategy of lump sum. In the 
portfolio, the ratio of stock fund to bond fund is one 
to one; then the dynamic adjustment of the asset 
allocation is conducted every period, which is three 
months, by rebalance. The adjustment is set to 
operate every season due to the transition cost of real 
transactions, and thus frequent adjustment is not 
suggested. On the contrary, if it is adjusted too 
infrequently, then the fluctuation of the economy and 
capital market cannot be reflected. In order to control 
the risk of portfolio, investors realize the fund profit 
at the end of every period and reset the ratio of stock 
fund and bond fund back to one to one at the 

beginning of every period, which is technically the 
investment method of periodic without set amount 
contribution. For example, within three months, 
assume that the net value of the stock fund soars, or 
that of the bond fund sinks, the proportion of the 
stock fund in the portfolio increases. Three months 
later, investors reset the ratio back to the original 
status as one to one. On the concept of investment 
strategy, the dynamic simulating operation fits the 
principle of long-term investment by reducing the 
overpriced stock fund and raising the underpriced 
bond fund. And here the risk free rate is set as 5 %; 
the return refers to the multiple of the increased 
amount of the return relative to the original principal. 
In the research model, the volatility of fund is the 
operation variable, examining the returns obtained in 
the portfolio under different volatilities, after 20, 40, 
and 60 periods. There are three months per period; 
taking the duration of 60 periods for example, 
investors have conducted the dynamic adjustment in 
the investment portfolio for fifteen years. The three 
different durations are all repeated for 100,000 times.  
 
IV. EMPIRICAL RESULT 
 
The volatility is the stock or bond standard deviation, 
which represents the risk level of the stock or bond 
assets. The outcome of the dynamic simulation of the 
fund portfolio are in table Ⅱ to table Ⅷ. Under fixed 
volatility, bond funds of 20, 40, and 60 periods are 
simulated respectively for 10,000 times. According to 
the result, under every certain volatility of bond fund, 
the higher the volatility of stock fund is, the higher 
the return is. All of the seven experiments performed 
consistently, following the risk premium concept that 
high risk brings high return. Accordingly, investors 
earn better revenue by dynamically adjusting the 
allocation of the stock fond with high volatility. 
Nontheless, the distribution of low returns is 
irregular; it is also possible that low return occurs 
when the volatility of stock price is large.  
With different volatility of bond fund, among those of 
60 periods, the one with 0.05 of the bond voaltility 
has the highest average return (1.131892,) showed in 
table Ⅱ . Besides, the induction of outcomes also 
demonstrates that no matter point the volatility lies, 
the lowest, the average, or the highest, the overall 
return stays the best. As a consequence, it can be 
inferred that bond fund plays a stable roll of 
profitting.    

TABLE II.  RETURN FOR BOND VOLATILITY OF 0.05 
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Note: Return of ensemble average in 60 Period = 
1.1318 
 

TABLE III.  RETURN FOR BOND VOLATILITY OF 0.1 

 
Note: Return of ensemble average in 60 Period =  
1.1102 
 

TABLE IV.  RETURN FOR BOND VOLATILITY OF 0.15 

 
Note: Return of ensemble average in 60 Period =  
1.1069 
 

TABLE V.  RETURN FOR BOND VOLATILITY OF 0.2 

 
Note: Return of ensemble average in 60 Period =  1.1022 
 
TABLE VI.  RETURN FOR BOND VOLATILITY OF 0.25 

 
Note: Return of ensemble average in 60 Period =  
1.1082 

TABLE VII.  RETURN FOR BOND VOLATILITY OF 0.3 

 
Note: Return of ensemble average in 60 Period =   
1.1077 
 
TABLE VIII.  RETURN FOR BOND VOLATILITY OF 0.35 

 
Note: Return of ensemble average in 60 Period =   
1.1087  
 
The simulation outcome of of controlling bond risk is 
in table Ⅹ and figure 2. As the stock price volatility 
rises, the highest and average return rises. Even the 
minimum soars when the stock price volatility is 
higher. When the stock price volatility is less than 
0.55, returns do not differ. However, the return tends 
to increase as the stock price volatility boosts. Thus, 
the fund return obviously possesses risk premium. 
The result proves that investors obtain positive return 
of fund investment through the dynamic adjustment 
presetting holding period, realizing the increased net 
value of stock fund, reducing the position of stock 
fund, readjusting the allocation of stock fund and 
bond fund. What’s more, based on the simulation 
outcome, investors are compensated by gaining extra 
risk premium whilst the standard deviation of stock 
fund, as well as volatillity, enlarges. Moreover, 
expanding investment holdong period is also a 
strategy raising return. 
 

TABLE IX.  RESULT OF BOND FUND 
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Fig. 1  Result of Bond Fund 

 
TABLE X.  RESULT OF STOCK FUND 

 
 

 
Fig. 2  Result of Stock Fund 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this research, fund portfolios are used as research 
samples, conducting the experiment of dynamic 
adjustments. The model is constructed based on 
Monte Carlo theory, producing sample data by 
simulating. The experiment is designed to produce 
data of 20, 40, and 60 periods which are five years, a 
decade, fifteen years respectively, stock fund and 
bond fund included in the portfolio. Assume that in 
order to control risk and maintain the existing profit, 
investors operate the dynamic adjustment and 
rebalance of the portfolio every three months, 
cleaning the investment amount of all periods, and 
then reset the allocation of the portfolio. In the model, 
the volatility of risk level is the operation variable, 
examining the performances of return under certain 
levels of risk control. 

The outcome shows that in the fund portfolio, 
investors earn better revenue by dynamically 
adjusting risk control and allocating stock fund with 
high volatility. Additionally, it indicates that the set 
with lowest bond price volatility has best return. As a 
consequence, investors obtain best return from the 
fluctuation of stock if the bond with low risk is 
chosen to be the core allocation, risk being controlled. 
The higher the stock price volatility is, the better the 
return is, which indicates that the higher risk level of 
the fund brings more premium to investors. The 
examination of bond risk control shows that average 
return is in inversely proportion to the volatility of 
bond price; and in direct proportion to the volatility 
of stock price. The conclusion correctly follows the 
investment rule.  

 
In the examinations of three different holding 
duration, after 100,000 times of simulation, the 
operation of dynamic strategies and expanding fund 
holding period benefit investors more. In other words, 
investors inspect and reset the portfolio every period, 
expanding the holding time which lead to better 
performance and higher return. 

 
The experiment outcome proves that through the 
dynamic way of adjustment in fixed terms, cleaning 
investment position and net value each period, 
realizing the profit, and reset the proportion of stock 
and bond, the performance of the fund portfolio 
improves. Moreover, the outcome shows that the 
larger the standard deviation of stock fund is, the 
larger the volatility becomes and investors get extra 
compensation and more risk premium. Expanding the 
investment time is as well an appropriate strategy 
raising return.  

 
The ratio of stock fund to bond fund is one to one, 
which is the specific regulation in this study. In other 
cases, investors can set up their own proportion 
according to personal risk tolerance and predict a 
more realistic simulation result by optimizing return 
with a certain proportion, discussing the volatility of 
fund net value and the shift of investment position. If 
the dynamic adjustment of Dollar Cost Averaging is 
consistent with the outcome of Lump Sum simulation 
is the next issue of future research.   
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